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Abstract This paper proposes a control scheme in-

spired by the biological equilibrium point hypothesis

(EPH) to enhance the motion stability of large-size

legged robots. To achieve stable walking performances

of a large-size hexapod robot on different outdoor ter-

rains, we established a compliant-leg model and devel-

oped an approach for adapting the trajectory of the

equilibrium point via contact force optimization. The

compliant-leg model represents well the physical prop-

erty between motion state of the robot legs and the

contact forces. The adaptation approach modifies the

trajectory of the equilibrium point from the force equi-

librium of the system, and deformation counteraction.

Several real field experiments of a large-size hexapod

robot walking on different terrains were carried out to

validate the effectiveness and feasibility of the control
scheme, which demonstrated that the biologically in-

spired EPH can be applied to design a simple linear

controller for a large-size, heavy-duty hexapod robot to

improve the stability and adaptability of the motion in

unknown outdoor environments.

Keywords Equilibrium point hypothesis · Compliant-

leg model · Contact force optimization · Deformation

counteraction · Large-size hexapod robot
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1 Introduction

On discontinuous terrain surfaces, legged robots can

achieve significant mobility advantages in such a chal-

lenging environment compared to wheeled types [1, 2].

But by far, legged robots are still not as agile as legged

animals on this planet. Stable and robust motion con-

trol of different kinds of legged robots, especially large-

size legged robots, remains an important research top-

ic to address [3–6]. Particularly for a large-size legged

robot, the deformations of robot structure, ie body and

legs, as well as the significant foot-ground impacts are

not negligible and can largely downgrade the walking

performance, ie motion stability and body attitude, es-

pecially on tough terrains. Compared to small-size legged

robots, large-size robots have difficulty in recovering the

body posture due to very large inertia, and the result-

ed instability may further lead to irreversible damage to

the robot. Therefore, the capability of enhancing a sta-

ble motion is of crucial importance for large-size legged

robots.

The core of stable motion control of legged robots

is how to control the motions of the legs properly [7].

This is hard because of the mechanical complexity, re-

dundant degrees of freedom, unknown terramechanics,

and so on. But even though the biomechanical proper-

ties of limbs are complex, a wide variety of activities

can still be taken by the legged creatures without much

knowledge known beforehand about the environments.

Inspired by the motion dexterity of legged creatures,

and motivated by the understanding and further ap-

plications of the biological motion mechanisms, many

proposals have been presented by the neuroscientist-

s through long term observations and experiments on

different species. Among all the proposals, mechanical
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reductionism and equilibrium point hypothesis may be

most directly related to the legged robot control.

In the field of mechanical reductionism, scholars be-

lieve an assumption that motor actions of limbs can be

reduced to mechanical programming. In line with this

assumption, they argue that the central nervous system

(CNS) forms internal models of limbs, namely the in-

verse dynamics models [8–12]. The EMG activities and

torques underlying the control process of limbs are in

continuously programming and computing by the CNS

using the inverse dynamics models. Based on the me-

chanical reductionism, many controllers using inverse

dynamics have been developed for bionic limb control-

ling. Villard et al. [13] designed a controller based on the

inverse dynamics model of the quadruped robot RAL-

PHY to achieve stable locomotion. In their controller,

the inverse dynamics model was used for the single leg

control level to get the joint torque needed. Li et al. [14]

proposed a controller based on a constrained dynamics

model for a quadruped robot with flexible joints. In this

controller, a dynamic force distribution approach and a

fuzzy-based adaptive control method of the joints were

proposed to suppress uncertainties of the perturbing

forces and the dynamics model. Roy et al. [15] proposed

an energy efficient controller for the hexapod locomo-

tion based on the analysis of the dynamics model of a

hexapod robot. The energy consumption model was es-

tablished based on the dynamics model. The effective-

ness of the controller was verified through simulation

experiments. A similar idea of energy consumption op-

timization based on the inverse dynamics model was al-

so employed by Mahapatra et al. [16] in designing their

controller for the hexapod locomotion. To realize bet-

ter dynamic quadrupedal locomotion of a robot called

StarlETH, Hutter et al. [17] proposed an operational s-

pace controller based on hierarchical task optimization.

The projected dynamics model of floating base systems

was used to reduce the optimization dimensionality.

Although the inverse dynamics model is widely em-

ployed by scholars in designing their controllers, but it

may not be the ultimate key to solve the robot motion

control problem. At least two limitations need to be

further breached. The first is the complexity of model-

ing. Modern robots are developing rapidly. New struc-

tures, like legged robots with flexible joints, and re-

dundant mechanical degrees of freedom (DOFs) severe-

ly challenge the dynamics modeling process. The sec-

ond is the model accuracy. A dynamic motion process

usually shows strong nonlinear characteristics. For a

robot motion controller based on dynamics modeling,

model parameters may be time-varying and need to

be estimated with high accuracy to get a good con-

trol performance [18–21]. But the reality is that some

unpredictable quantities, like joint frictions or the dis-

turbances from the environment, are hard to be esti-

mated. Therefore additional compensations for model

uncertainties [22, 23], or interactive models with envi-

ronments [24] are always needed. The two limitations

together lead to a great amount of nonlinear computa-

tions. The expensive computations are not friendly with

the designing of real-time controllers. Besides, whether

the CNS needs to know the exact model of the muscu-

loskeletal system is still a debatable question, because

the control process seems to be quite time-consuming

and difficult for a biological system.

In contrast to the inverse dynamics control, the e-

quilibrium point hypothesis (EPH) pioneered by Feld-

man [25] seems more in line with biological motions.

Triggered by the observations of human motor behav-

iors, Feldman did systematically theoretical and exper-

imental efforts, and proposed that the limb motion was

controlled in the way of shifting the limb from one equi-

librium position to another. In other words, motor con-

trol could be realized by adjusting a succession of equi-

librium points (EPs) overtime [26]. He proposed a mod-

el to describe the function of the muscle-reflex system.

In this model, the muscle was abstracted into a spring

with adjustable resting length. Therefore, muscle force

only related to the spring stiffness, and the difference

between the actual length/position and the equilibri-

um length/position [27]. During the EP transition pro-

cess, no knowledge about the environment or the inter-

nal model of the musculoskeletal system is needed. The

functional tuning of the CNS remains constant. This

hypothesis has been putting forward by many schol-

ars for its compelling feature that motion and posture

are integrated into a single mechanism [28–32]. Obvi-

ously, compared with the inverse dynamics control, the

EPH can avoid the uncertain parameters and complex

nonlinear computations. Therefore, it is more attrac-

tive when an effective real-time controller is needed in

real-world deployment.

Regardless of the various hypotheses of EPH for mo-

tor control in biological systems [33–35], many EP con-

trollers have been developed and implemented on dif-

ferent robots successfully due to the original tolerance

for the unpredicted external disturbances. Taking ad-

vantages of the muscle-spring model, Gu et al. [36] de-

veloped a two-phase EP controller for controlling simu-

lated human movements. In this controller, given a task

in Cartesian space, the EP solutions were computed in

joint space based on the idea of minimizing gravity po-

tential energy. Motion executions were taken charged

by the muscle-spring model. According to EPH, the

force exerted on a limb depends on the difference be-

tween the actual positions and EPs, and the stiffness
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and damping parameters about the EPs. Based on this,

Mukaibo et al. [37] developed a two-linked manipula-

tor with a double-actuator joint to generate human-like

movements. One of the actuators was used for position

control, and the other was used for the joint stiffness

control. Using a simple control scheme, this mechanis-

m could allow a robot limb to achieve self-stability in

unknown environments. A similar idea inspired by the

EPH was also employed by Kim et al. [38] and Park [39]

in designing their redundant actuation manipulators.

Jain et al. [40] proposed a control scheme based on

the EPH for a 7 DoF anthropomorphic arm with se-

ries elastic joint actuators. In this control scheme, two

controllers to generate the Cartesian space EPs for the

arms end effector were developed. Then using the in-

verse kinematics, the joint EPs could be obtained. Geng

et al. [41] developed a control structure for a planar

biped walking robot. In this control structure, a local

joint EP controller was designed to realize the control

of a single joint. Stable walking was achieved without

any computation of the robot dynamics. Shi et al. [42]

proposed an EP controller for a quadruped robot. In

this controller, by solving a QP problem to achieve de-

sired equilibrium contact forces, the foot-tip EPs were

indirectly obtained. The effectiveness of the controller

was verified through a series of experiments.

Because the EPH was originated from the stud-

ies of humans, so the applicability of EP controller-

s for controlling limb-like manipulators is very desir-

able [43]. Nevertheless, although controllers inspired by

the EPH show significant advantages in many aspects,

EP controllers designed for legged robots, especially for

large-size legged robots, are rarely seen. Legged robots

are base-floating systems with redundant DoFs. Both

single-leg control and inter-leg coordination should be

taken into account when a good controller is wanted

to be designed. Furthermore, unlike manipulators that

operate in unchanged specific environments, legged sys-

tems usually work in unstructured environments. The

complex interaction between the feet and terrains will

significantly affect the motion states of the robots. There-

fore, how to obtain stable EP trajectories is the main

problem currently limiting the development of EP con-

trollers for legged systems.

Inspired by the advantages of the currently devel-

oped EP controllers, and motivated by solving the sta-

ble walking problem of a large-size hexapod robot, a

simple control scheme based on an EP trajectory mod-

ification method is proposed in this paper. Based on the

compliant-leg model established in this control scheme,

no nonlinear dynamics computations are employed when

designing the whole control logic. The whole control

scheme is totally linear, and easy to be realized. An

EP trajectory modification method is introduced in the

control scheme. Different from the existing stable con-

trol methods for small legged robots, the deformations

of the large-size hexapod robot which cannot be ignored

are significantly considered while designing the EP tra-

jectory modification method. Through the work of the

control scheme, stable hexapod locomotions can be re-

alized just by adjusting the EP trajectories over time

without any knowledge about the environment. There-

fore good versatility of the control scheme can be en-

sured.

This paper is organized as follows: in the second

part, the control problems of the large-size hexapod

robot and the control scheme are introduced briefly. In

the third part, an EP trajectory modification method

via contact-force optimization is introduced in detail. In

the fourth part, the experiment results to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the control scheme are discussed.

2 The hexapod robot system and the control

scheme inspired by EPH

2.1 The problem statement of the large-size hexapod

robot

The large-size hexapod robot developed for large load

carrying transportation in challenging outdoor environ-

ments is depicted in Figure 1. The robot is designed in

the size of over 4 m×2.5 m×2 m while the weight of it is

2.5 t. The left three legs are marked as leg 1, leg 2 and

leg 3 while the right three legs are marked as leg 4, leg 5

and leg 6. Three electrically actuated joints are assem-

bled on each leg of the robot, which are the horizon-

tal joint (H-joint), the vertical joint (V-joint), and the

swing joint (S-joint). Various sensors, such as an iner-

tial measurement unit (IMU), 3D contact-force sensors,

joint-displacement sensors, are equipped on this robot.

The IMU is used to obtain the robot body attitude val-

ues during walking (the attitude angles, attitude angu-

lar velocities and attitude angular accelerations). The

3D contact-force sensor equipped on each foot of the

robot is used to detect the contact forces of each leg.

The joint-displacement sensors are used to detect the

real positions of the joints to realize close loop control

at joint level, and kinematics computation (the kine-

matics model of the robot employed in this paper can

be found in the authors’ previous work [44]). With the

multiple sensors fitted, it is convenient to do biomimetic

locomotion analyses and realize different kinds of robot

motion control schemes.

For such a large-size legged robot walking on un-

predictable terrains, the motion stability is of crucial

importance and needs to be primarily considered when
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Fig. 1 The whole structure of the large-size hexapod robot
with eighteen electrically actuated joints.

designing the motion control system. Compared with

the existing small-size legged robots, the great mass

and inertia of the large-size hexapod robot, and the

unpredictable terrain conditions, together will cause t-

wo main extraordinary problems that are rarely seen

on the small-size robots. The two problems which will

significantly influence the motion performances of the

robot are briefly introduced below.

1. The deformations of the robot: the mass of a

small-size legged robot is usually small and therefore

it is usually treated as a pure rigid structure, name-

ly the deformations of the robot are usually neglected.

But for our large-size hexapod robot with a great mass,

the rigid component assumption is no longer applicable

and the deformations of the robot will greatly influ-

ence the motion altitude and attitude, especially when

a commonly used triangle gait form with only three legs

supporting the robot body is employed.

2. The great contact impacts between the robot’s

feet and the unpredictable terrains: the terrains which

legged robots move on are usually uneven and unpre-

dictable. Due to the unpredictable terrain conditions,

and the robot’s large mass property, great contact im-

pacts between the robot’s feet and the terrains will oc-

cur. The contact impacts will significantly break up the

system force equilibrium which plays an important roll

in ensuring the balance walking of the robot, and robot

body posture deviations will be seen.

Without proper compensation and control applied,

these two problems together downgrade the walking

performance, as shown in Figure 2, where the blue solid

line is the desired body posture, the red dash line rep-

resents the actual body posture while the green double

dot dash line shows the deformation of robot leg.

Fig. 2 The deterioration of motion caused by the structure
deformations and the large contact impacts.

2.2 The problem formulation and the control scheme

As discussed in Section 2.1, to solve these two problems

of the large-size hexapod robot, the deformations of the

robot cannot be neglected, namely the robot cannot be

treated as an ideal rigid structure. Furthermore, the

foot forces must be controlled in a compliant way to

reduce the contact impacts and ensure the system force

equilibrium. To achieve this goal, not only the motion

of the legs but also the foot forces must be taken into

account at the same time in the design of the control

system. Therefore, a proper model which can bridge the

gap between the motion of the legs and the foot forces

is very essential to be established.

To establish a proper model which can be used for

the control process of the large-size hexapod robot, the

abstracted spring-muscle model of the EPH may be a

good example. In the spring-muscle model, the mus-

cle force can be controlled and the desired dynamics

characteristics can be obtained by only appropriately

modifying the EPs which are usually represented by the

equilibrium positions of the end effector, or the stiffness

coefficient. Inspired by the spring-muscle model, in this

paper, a simple compliant-leg model which can reflect

the deformations of the robot is established. Imitating

the spring-muscle model of the EPH, the EP trajectory

is defined as a sequence of the robot foot positions.

The deformations of the robot mainly consists of t-

wo parts: the deformation of the robot body, and the

deformations of the legs. To get a simple model which

can be used, all the deformations are treated to be the

deformations of the legs. To imitate the situation of

deformation, the robot leg is abstracted into a mass-

spring-damper model, as shown in Figure 3. It is well

to be reminded that only the vertical deformation of the

leg is taken into account because the tangential defor-

mation of the leg is really small and has little influence

on the moving performance of the robot.

Based on the mass-spring-damper model, the rela-

tionship between the foot force and the deformation of

the leg can be achieved, as shown in equation (1).
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M

Fig. 3 The abstracted compliant-leg model of the large-size
hexapod robot.

CFiz = flagi ·Cfi = flagi · (Kiz ·∆CPiz +Ciz ·∆C Ṗiz)

(1)

where flagi represents the status flag of leg i, if leg i

is in stance phase then flagi = 1, otherwise flagi = 0.
CFiz represents the vertical foot force of leg i. Cfi rep-

resents the equivalent foot force of leg i based on the

mass-spring-damper model. ∆CPiz represents the ver-

tical foot position error of leg i caused by the leg defor-

mation. Kiz and Ciz represent the equivalent stiffness

and damping coefficients, respectively.

Because of the average low moving speed, the mo-

tion process of the large-size hexapod robot can be as-

sumed to be quasi-static. Thus, the damping compo-

nent can be neglected, and equation (1) can be further

reduced to equation (2).

CFiz = flagi · Cfi = flagi ·Kiz ·∆CPiz (2)

The stiffness coefficient Kiz is usually easy to get

through the method of calibration (the calibration method

is introduced in Appendix A). So the key point to solve

the problems discussed in section 2.1 is how to control

the foot forces in a compliant way to compensate the

deformations of the robot and keep the system force e-

quilibrium based on the compliant-leg model. To solve

this question, an EP trajectory modification method vi-

a contact-force optimization is developed in this paper,

which will be introduced in detail in section 3.

In this method, by establishing the relationship be-

tween the desired motion state and the contact foot

forces, ∆CPiz under the desired motion state can be ob-

tained. Furthermore, based on the compliant-leg mod-

el, desired contact forces can be calculated. Then with

the implementation of an impedance model with force

tracking, the final EP trajectory modification value to

ensure system force equilibrium, and counter the robot’s

deformations, can be obtained through a compliant way.

The brief structure of the whole control scheme based

on the EP trajectory modification method is shown in

Figure 4. Meanings of the parameters in Figure 4 are

explained in Table 1.

C

iFP

iJ
iJ

iJ
C

i finalPC

iP
U

J

C

iF
C

iF

C CC

iP
C

ta

C

izP

Fig. 4 The brief structure of the control scheme based on
the EP modification method in Cartesian space.

Table 1 Important parameters of the EP control scheme.

Parameter Quantity

CPi The original foot position vector of leg i
Cat The desired motion acceleration of the robot
Cω The actual angular velocity of the robot
Cα The actual angular acceleration of the robot
CFi The desired foot force vector of leg i
CF ′i The actual foot force vector of leg i

∆CPiF
The force equilibrium EP trajectory
modification value

∆CPiz
The vertical deformation of leg i under
system forces

Ji The desired joint position vector of leg i
J ′i The actual joint position vector of leg i
∆Ji The joint position deviation
UJ The control quantity of the joint motor

CPi final The final desired EP trajectory

3 The EP trajectory modification via

contact-force optimization

For a hexapod robot, the support foot, or namely the

foot in stance phase, is the only medium in contac-

t with the external environment and drive the robot

to move. Thus, interactive contact forces are of crucial

importance for the achievement of the system equilibri-

um. Nevertheless, the contact forces are always affected

by the unknown terrains. The unpredicted interactive

dynamic relationship between a robots feet and envi-

ronment, and the complexity of the terramechanics, to-

gether make it hard to control the contact forces direct-

ly. A bad contact-force distribution may lead a series of

consequences, such as foot sliding, unbalanced momen-

tum on the torso, or even the lost of stability. Aiming
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to solve this problem and get an equilibrium system

locomotion, a contact-force optimization method is set

up to modify the stance-phase EP trajectories in real

time. Through the modification method, desired con-

tact forces can be indirectly achieved.

To get an equilibrium motion, the mechanical s-

tate of the robot during moving should be analyzed.

Figure 5 shows a general motion state of the hexapod

robot, in which C represents the robot body coordinate.
CV =

[
CVx,

CVy,
CVz

]T
and Cat =

[
Catx,

Caty,
Catz

]T
represent the motion velocity and acceleration of C.
Cω =

[
Cωx,

Cωy,
Cωz

]T
and Cα =

[
Cαx,

Cαy,
Cαz

]T
represent the angular velocity and angular acceleration

of C, respectively. CG =
[
CGx,

CGy,
CGz

]T
represents

the position of center of mass (COM) in the robot body

coordinate frame, namely C coordinate frame. Thus,

the acceleration of COM can be written as

Ca = Cat + Cω × (Cω × CG) + Cα× CG (3)

where Ca represents the acceleration of COM. Then

the total forces and moments acting on COM can be

written as

W =

{
CFW = −mCa−m

[
0 0 g

]T
CMW = −ICα− Cω × ICω

(4)

where I represents the inertia tensor at COM. W rep-

resents the set of the desired virtual force vectors CFW

and moment vectors CMW acting on COM.

Treating the foot contacting the terrain as a point

and neglecting the interactive moments acting on the

foot, the motion equilibrium equation of the hexapod

robot can be obtained as shown in equation (5),

AF +W = 0 (5)

with

A =

[
E . . . E

C1 . . . C6

]
(6)

F =
[
CF1

T . . . CF6
T
]T

(7)

CFi =
[
CFix,

CFiy,
CFiz

]T
(8)

W =
[
CFW

T CMW
T
]T

(9)

C

G

Vx
C

atx
C

V z
C

atzC

aty
C

Vy
C

x
C

x
C

z
C

z
C

y
C
y

C

Fix
Fiz

Fiy

C

Fig. 5 A general motion state and the motion parameters of
the hexapod robot.

Ci =

 0 CGz − CPiz
CPiy − CGy

CPiz − CGz 0 CGx − CPix
CGy − CPiy

CPix − CGx 0

 (10)

where E represents the 3×3 identity matrix. F repre-

sents the set of the desired contact force vectors which

is mapped from the foot tip to the COM. CFi repre-

sents the desired contact force vector of leg i, which is

mapped from the foot tip to the COM in the three-
dimensional Cartesian space.

Equation (5) significantly bridges the gap between

the system’s desired motion state and the robot contact

forces, where the desired forces to ensure system force

equilibrium must meet the demand of equation (5). N-

evertheless, the order of matrix A is 6×18, and for a

hexapod robot, the number of feet in the stance phase

must not be less than three. Therefore, the achievemen-

t of a unique solution of the desired foot forces which

can meet the demand of equation (5) has become a re-

dundancy problem. To solve this problem, additional

constraints are needed.

For controllers based on inverse dynamics, solving

this problem is usually transformed into solving a quadrat-

ic programming (QP) problem. A nonlinear optimiza-

tion goal based on the inverse dynamics model of the

robot, like minimization of the energy consumption, is

usually established. Then equality constraint like equa-

tion (5), and inequality constraints are additional de-

fined to make the redundancy problem match the stan-
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dard form of a QP problem. By solving the QP problem,

a unique solution of the desired contact forces which

can meet the demand of system force equilibrium can

be obtained.

Although the inverse dynamics controllers can solve

this redundancy problem, as discussed in the introduc-

tion section, the inverse dynamics modeling is usually

complex and full of nonlinear computations. When the

robot’s configuration is complex, this problem becomes

worse. In the authors’ previous work [44], a linear foot

force distribution algorithm is attempted to solve the

redundancy problem. But in that algorithm, an obvi-

ous defect can be found through mathematical analy-

sis. The foot force distribution algorithm cannot ensure

system force equilibrium for all the support forms of

the hexapod robot. For example, when support form C

showed in Figure 4 in reference [44] is employed as the

current gait form, none of the constraints for the three

situations showed in Figure 7 in reference [44] can be

used. Similar problems can be found in other support

forms. The system force equilibrium cannot be ensured

mathematically for all the support forms.

To reduce the complexity of computation, and get

a unique solution of the desired contact forces which

can ensure system force equilibrium for all the sup-

port forms of the hexapod robot, in this paper, con-

straints based on deformation compatibility equation,

foot-sliding resistance and internal-force elimination are

proposed to solve the redundancy problem.

The deformation compatibility equation is set up

based on the compliant-leg model, namely equation (2).

Assuming that under the function of forces and mo-

ments acting on the body, the robot body makes tiny

movements, and there is no position change of the robot

foot with respect to the ground, then the position change

of the robot foot with respect to the robot body can be

written in the form shown in equation (11).

∆CPi = RW
CPi − CPi +∆Q (11)

with

RW ≈

 1 ∆β∆γ −∆α ∆β +∆α∆γ

∆α ∆α∆β∆γ + 1 ∆α∆β −∆γ
−∆β ∆γ 1

 (12)

where ∆CPi =
[
∆CPix, ∆

CPiy, ∆
CPiz

]T
represents the

position change of the robot foot i. ∆α, ∆β and ∆γ

represent tiny yaw, pitch and roll angular changes of

the robot body, respectively. ∆Q = [∆Qx, ∆Qy, ∆Qz]
T

represents the three tiny displacements of the robot

body.

Thus, based on equation (2), equation (11) and e-

quation (12), ∆CPiz and the deformation compatibility

equation can be achieved, as shown in equation (13) and

equation (14), respectively.

∆CPiz = −∆βCPix +∆γCPiy +∆Qz (13)

CFiz = −(flagiKiz
CPix)∆β + (flagiKiz

CPiy)∆γ

+(flagiKiz)∆Qz

(14)

Walking straight forward is the most important mov-

ing state of the hexapod robot. It is mainly driven by

the tangential contact forces along the robot moving

direction, namely CFix. To keep a stable walking of the

robot, foot-sliding resistance is taken into account for

the calculation of CFix. To reduce the risk of foot slid-

ing, the maximum ratio of the tangential force to the

normal force should be as small as possible. According

to [45], this goal can be reached by making the ratio of

every support leg equals to the ratio of the total tangen-

tial forces to the total normal forces. Therefore, CFix

can be calculated using equation (15).

CFix = µCFiz (15)

with

µ = CFWx/
CFWz (16)

where CFWx represents the sum of all CFix. CFWz rep-

resents the sum of all CFiz.

To calculate the other component of the tangential

force, namely CFiy, internal-force elimination is taken

into account to improve the durability of the robots

mechanical components. Just like the normal contact

force, to distinguish whether the foot is in stance phase

or not, CFiy is defined as

CFiy = flagi · Cfiy (17)

where Cfiy represents the alternative contact force of

leg i along the y direction.

The two legs assembled in the middle of the robot

body, namely leg 2 and leg 5, have little effect on the

yaw angle change of the body, the yaw angle change

is mainly driven by the other four legs. So in order to

reduce the internal force between legs, a constraint is

set up, as shown in equation (18).
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{
Cf1y = Cf4y
Cf3y = Cf6y

(18)

The constraint for the middle two contact forces is

set up as shown in equation (19).


CF2y =

flag2
flag1 + flag2 + flag3

CFWy

CF5y =
flag5

flag4 + flag5 + flag6
CFWy

(19)

Thus, based on equation (5) to equation (19), a sys-

tem of linear equations can be achieved, as shown in

equation (20).

B · x

=



flag1 flag3 flag4 flag6 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 b25 b26 b27
b31 b32 b33 b34 b35 b36 b37
0 0 0 0 b45 b46 b47
b51 b52 b53 b54 b55 b56 b57
1 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 −1 0 0 0





Cf1y
Cf3y
Cf4y
Cf6y
∆β

∆γ

∆Qz



=



−CFWy − CF2y − CF5y

−CFWz

−CMWx+(CP2z−CGz)CF2y+(CP5z−CGz)CF5y

−CMWy

−CMWx−(CP2x−CGx)CF2y−(CP5x−CGx)CF5y

0

0


= b

(20)

where the unknown coefficients of matrix B are ex-

plained in Table 2.

It can be verified that for all gait types of a hexa-

pod robot listed in reference [44], equation (21) can be

satisfied. Namely, a unique solution of equation (20)

can be achieved. When the solution x of equation (20)

is obtained, desired contact forces of all legs in stance

phase can be finally calculated according to equation

(14), equation (15), equation (17) and equation (19).

The system force equilibrium can be ensured for all gait

types during walking.

rank[B] = rank[B, b] = 7 (21)

Although the desired contact forces for the system

equilibrium can be obtained through the method pro-

posed above, it is still hard to get a good contact force

tracking performance through a direct way. Direct force

close-loop control method may cause the system unsta-

ble due to the sensitivity and noises of the foot force sen-

sors equipped. To solve this problem, a position-based

impedance control model with force tracking is used, as

shown in equation (22).

∆Fi = Md∆
C P̈iF + Cd∆

C ṖiF +Kd∆
CPiF (22)

where ∆Fi represents foot force deviation of leg i be-

tween the actual foot force CF ′i and the desired foot

force CFi. ∆
CPiF represents the EP trajectory modi-

fication value, namely foot position modification value.

Md, Cd and Kd represent the user-defined impedance

coefficients, respectively.

The EP trajectory modification method via contact-

force optimization proposed here is more like biological

behaviors of the legged creatures or humans. Legged

creatures or humans can optimize contact forces ac-

cording to the motion state wanted. This optimization

is finally achieved by changing foot motion trajectories.

For example, if a human steps on a soft terrain and a

large contact force is needed to keep the body balance,

deeper foot position will be taken. Through this con-

trol method, not only the system equilibrium but also

a compliance interaction between the robot foot and

terrain can be obtained.

To make the whole control logic clearly in detail,

Figure 4 is extended into Figure 6, where the color

circled numbers, namely the green circled 1 and the

red circled 2, represent the signal tunnels that pass the

same signal. Eq.(n) in Figure 6 represents equation (n).

4 Experiments and result discussions

To verify the effectiveness of the control scheme in im-

proving the walking performance and ensuring the walk-

ing stability, several experiments were carried out on

the real large-size hexapod robot. First, a common rigid

flat terrain walking experiment was carried out to demon-

strate the effectiveness of the control scheme in com-

pensating the robot’s deformations. Second, an arti-

ficial soft terrain walking experiment was carried out

to demonstrate the advantages of the control scheme

in terrain deformation counteraction and keeping the

stable walking attitude. Third, a natural field walking

experiment was carried out to verify the practical engi-

neering application performance of the control scheme.

The hexapod robot is equipped with an industri-

al PC controller from Beckhoff with an i5 CPU and

a real-time control system inside. Fast data exchanges

can be ensured by using the Ethernet. The motion con-

trol program is written in the combination of the C++

language and PLC language on TwinCAT 3 platform.
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Table 2 The unknown coefficients of matrix B.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

b25 −
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPix b26
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPiy

b27
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz b31 −flag1(CP1z − CGz)

b32 −flag3(CP3z − CGz) b33 −flag4(CP4z − CGz)

b34 −flag6(CP6z − CGz) b35 −
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPix(CPiy − CGy)

b36
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPiy(CPiy − CGy) b37
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz(CPiy − CGy)

b45 −
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPix[µ(CPiz − CGz) − (CPix − CGx)] b46
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPiy[µ(CPiz − CGz) − (CPix − CGx)]

b47
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz[µ(CPiz − CGz) − (CPix − CGx)] b51 flag1(CP1x − CGx)

b52 flag3(CP3x − CGx) b53 flag4(CP4x − CGx)

b54 flag6(CP6x − CGx) b55
6∑

i=1
flagiK(iz)

CPixµ(CPiy − CGy)

b56 −
6∑

i=1
flagiKiz

CPiyµ(CPiy − CGy) b57 −
6∑

i=1
flagiKizµ(CPiy − CGy)

C
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Fig. 6 The detailed EP control scheme.

It is well to be noticed that only triangle gait for-

m was employed in the three experiments (about the

stable hexapod gait forms, see the authors’ previous

work [46]). The triangle gait form is most commonly

used for hexapod robots. A hexapod robot walking with

a triangle gait form can be more sensitive to the defor-

mations of the robot and the terrain changes because

only three legs are supporting the robot body at the

same time during walking. Besides, although the walk-

ing stability may be increased with the increase in the

number of support legs, this will also cause the problem

of walking decay [47]. Therefore, the triangle gait for-

m is more proper to be employed to exam the walking

performance.

To demonstrate the walking improvement of the robot

using the EP control scheme better, during every exper-

iment, walking only with the kinematics control scheme

(WKC), and walking with a typical inverse dynamics

control scheme (WID) were employed as comparisons

with walking with the EP control scheme (WEP). In

the former two experiments, no special contact detec-

tion was employed in the three control schemes. In the

third experiment, to ensure a safe walking, a simple

contact detection was employed which will be briefly

introduced in section 4.3. The control schemes of WKC

and WID are shown in Figure 7.

It is well to be noticed that for the WID control

scheme in Figure 7(b), only the force equilibrium con-

trol part of WEP in Figure 4 is replaced by a force dis-

tribution QP solver based on inverse dynamics. Through

this way, the influence on the walking performance caused

by the parameter changes will be reduced. The force dis-

tribution QP solver was employed from reference [48].

This is a typical inverse dynamics solver. Similar solver-

s can be found in other works, such as reference [15]

and reference [16]. Ji ori, J̇i ori, and J̈i ori in Figure 7(b)

represent the original joint position, joint velocity, and

joint acceleration vector of leg i, respectively. The in-

verse dynamics modeling process of the large-size hexa-

pod robot can be seen in the authors’ previous work

[49].
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Table 3 Global parameters for the experiments.

Parameter Quantity Value

Kiz = [K1z,K2z,K3z,K4z,K5z,K6z] Vertical stiffness coefficient of the leg [146, 325, 177, 149, 327, 175] kN · m−1

Kd Stiffness coefficient of the impedance model 120 kN · m−1

Cd Damping coefficient of the impedance model 20 kN · m−1 · s
Md Inertia coefficient of the impedance model 3000 kg

i
J

i
J

i
J

C

i
P U

J

(a)

iJ iJ
C

i finalPC

iP
U

J

C

iP

C

ta

C

iFP

iJ

C

iF
C

iF

C Cu

t

iJ

u

t

iJ

iJ

(b)

Fig. 7 The brief structures of the kinematics control scheme
and the inverse dynamics control scheme: (a) the kinematics
control scheme, and (b) the inverse dynamics control scheme.

Some global parameters used in the experiments are

shown in Table 3.

4.1 The rigid flat terrain walking experiment

The walking parameters used in this experiment is shown

in Table 4. In Table 4, the duty factor represents the

ratio of the support time to the cycle time. The cycle

time represents the time period for a leg to complete a

swing and a support phase. The motion velocity of the

robot can be calculated using equation (23).

Vx =
Sx

λ · T
(23)

The walking process is shown in Figure 8. The ter-

rain is the most commonly seen rigid cement concrete

pavement. During walking, the deformation of the ter-

rain can be neglected. The triangular support regions

bounded by the yellow lines show the changes of the

Table 4 Walking parameters.

Parameter Quantity Value

Sx Step length 400 mm
T Cycle time 8 s
λ Duty factor 0.5
h Step height 120 mm

support legs during walking. The comparative experi-

ment result of the robot body attitude changes is shown

in Figure 9.

During the experiment, the desired pitch and roll

angles were set the same to 0 degree while the desired

body height was set to 1380 mm. Based on the previ-

ous experience in laboratory commissioning tests of the

robot, a stable motion range for the robot’s pitch and

roll angles is set to ±1.5 degrees to evaluate the motion

performances, just as the range between the two black

double dot-dash lines shown in Figure 9(b).

It can be analyzed from Figure 9 that although the

robot can move within the stable motion range, the

pitch angle, roll angle, and body height of WKC fluctu-

ate significantly. The fluctuations seem at a low-value

level, but for a large-size robot, macroscopic posture

changes during the robot walking can be seen. Because

the deformation of the rigid terrain can be nearly ne-

glected, therefore without any regulation of the EP

trajectories, the body attitude fluctuations are mainly

caused by the deformations of the robot body and legs.

This phenomenon matches the deformation assumption

of the large-size robot and can provide a realistic basis

for the abstracted compliant-leg model, namely equa-

tion (2).

Compared with WKC, the walking performances

were significantly improved by WID and WEP. The

max absolute tracking error of the pitch angle was re-

duced from 0.86 degree (WKC) to 0.41 degree (WID),

and 0.37 degree (WEP), respectively. The max abso-

lute tracking error of the roll angle was reduced from

1.08 degrees (WKC) to 0.58 degree (WID), and 0.49

degree (WEP), respectively. The standard deviation of

the pitch angle was reduced from 0.28 degree (WKC)

to 0.12 degree (WID), and 0.08 degree (WEP), respec-

tively. The standard deviation of the roll angle was re-

duced from 0.37 degree (WKC) to 0.18 degree (WID),
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Fig. 8 The snapshots of the rigid flat terrain walking process.
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Fig. 9 The robots body attitude comparisons as a result of
the rigid flat terrain walking experiment: (a) the body pitch
angle comparison, (b) the body roll angle comparison and (c)
the body height comparison.

and 0.13 degree(WEP), respectively. The max absolute

tracking error of the body height was reduced from

41.13 mm (WKC) to 38.53 mm (WID), and 14.92 m-

m (WEP), respectively. The standard deviation of the

body height was reduced from 9.85 mm (WKC) to 4.81

mm (WID), and 4.01 mm (WEP), respectively. (The

body height measuring method is introduced in Ap-

pendix B).

The disparate control performance mainly results

from the different system states brought by the different

control schemes. In contrast to the common system of

WKC, the robot system equilibrium can be more easily

obtained using the WID and WEP control schemes.

Taking the robot roll angle variations for instance, the

roll angle fluctuation state is mainly determined by the

foot force relationship of the left and right supporting

legs. Therefore, Fz5, namely vertical foot force of leg 5,

is set in comparison with Fz1 +Fz3, namely the sum of

the vertical contact forces of leg 1 and leg 3, as shown

in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows the vertical foot force comparisons

of WKC, WID, and WEP during the same three stance

phases, respectively. During a steady stance phase, if a

stable roll angle is desired to be achieved, Fz1 + Fz3 ≈
Fz5 should be satisfied. But as shown in Figure 10(a),

when the common control scheme, namely WKC is em-

ployed, the foot force deviation between Fz1 + Fz3 and

Fz5 is very obviously seen. The foot force deviation is

mainly caused by the deformations of the robot body

and legs. Leg 5 is the only support leg on one side of the

robot body. Compared with leg 1 and leg 3, the large

payload will easily cause more deformation of leg 5. The

force equilibrium of the robot can hardly be achieved if

no regulation of the system is introduced.

In contrast to the force relationship of WKC, force

equilibrium of the robot system can be nearly satisfied
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Fig. 10 The vertical foot force comparisons: (a) the vertical
foot force comparison of WKC, (b) the vertical foot force
comparison of WID, and (c) the vertical foot force comparison
of WEP.

under the function of WID and WEP, as shown in Fig-

ure 10(b) and Figure 10(c). The force ratio of Fz1 +Fz3

to Fz5 can almost maintain unchanged and the sum of

the three legs vertical contact forces is almost steady at

25 kN during the stance phases. In other words, the sum

of the supporting legs’ vertical contact forces almost e-

quals to the gravity of the robot. During any common

stance phase of each walking cycle, Fz1 + Fz3 ≈ Fz5

can be satisfied, which means the robot is force bal-

anced in the coronal plane. Because of the balanced

contact forces during the stance phase, the amplitude

fluctuation of the robot’s roll angle is small. System

equilibrium can be ensured.

Although both the WID and WEP system can en-

sure system force equilibrium during the flat terrain

walking, there is still a significant gap between them

in regulating body height. As an instance, Figure 11

shows the vertical foot position comparison of leg 5 dur-

ing two support phases under the three control schemes

to demonstrate the advantage of the WEP system in

robot body height regulation. (The actual vertical foot

position computation is introduced in Appendix B, e-

quation (27).) Because no contact detection algorithm

is employed in the three control schemes, obvious foot

position changes caused by the foot force fluctuation-

s can be seen in Figure 11 when leg status switches.

These foot position changes will cause the robot body

height changes, which can be seen from Figure 9(c).

During the flat terrain walking, the desired body height

is 1380 mm. Ideally, if the desired robot body height is

wanted to be ensured, the vertical foot position of all

the support legs with respect to the body coordinate C

should be -1380 mm. But it can be seen from Figure

11 that both the WKC and WID system cannot meet

this demand. Take a steady period of the first support

phase for instance to analyze the foot position improve-

ment quantitativly, namely the grey area from t1 = 9.2

s to t2 = 12.2 s in Figure 11. The average vertical foot

positions of leg 5 under WKC, WID, and WEP systems

during this period are -1339.10 mm, -1346.91 mm, and

-1380.42 mm, respectively. Compared with WKC and

WID, due to the deformation compensation, the ver-

tical foot position of WEP can almost track the ideal

value with little deviation. This is why the robot body

height of WEP can be regulated much better than the

other two control schemes.
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Fig. 11 The vertical foot position comparison of leg 5 under
the three control schemes.

This different control performance is mainly caused

by the deformations of the robot. Although the foot

position of leg 5 of WID can be regulated through the

regulation of foot forces, it can still not compensate the

robot deformations to ensure the desired body height.
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As a comparison, under the function of the EP con-

trol scheme, the leg deformation, namely ∆CPiz, can

be computed in advance, and compensated through a

feed-forward way. Therefore, the robot body height can

be ensured. It can be inferred that with the growth of

the robot’s mass and payload, the deformations of the

robot will increase. When facing this situation, the ad-

vantage of the EP control scheme proposed will be more

significant.

4.2 The artificial soft terrain walking experiment

The results of the rigid flat terrain walking experimen-

t verified the effectiveness of the EP control scheme

in counteracting the large-size hexapod robots defor-

mations. But in fact, the terrains on which the legged

robots always walk cannot be as flat or rigid as desired,

and they are usually soft with obvious deformations and

uneven with topographic fluctuations. Unknown distur-

bances caused by the deformation and the roughness of

the terrain will lead to a more unstable motion per-

formance. To verify the effectiveness of the EP control

scheme in improving the robots walking stability on the

uneven soft terrain, an artificial soft terrain walking ex-

periment was carried out. The walking parameters are

shown in Table 5.

Table 5 Walking parameters.

Parameter Quantity Value

Sx Step length 400 mm
T Cycle time 10 s
λ Duty factor 0.5
h Step height 150 mm

The artificial soft terrain which was constructed of

EPE plates and plywood plates is shown in Figure 12.

Each piece of the soft EPE plates is 1 m×1 m×20 m-

m while each of the hard plywood plates is 0.7 m×0.5

m×22 mm (Figure 12 shows some acceptable manufac-

turing errors in thickness). The basement of this terrain

was constructed with two layers of the blue EPE plates

shown in Figure 12. Several yellow EPE plates were ran-

domly placed on and besides the basement. The high-

est part of the terrain was constructed with five layers

of the EPE plates. Because the EPE plate is soft and

can produce noticeable deformation when being com-

pressed, therefore it is very suitable to be employed to

simulate the deformation of the terrain. The plywood

plates are placed to simulate the hard parts of the ter-

rain to make the experiment more natural. The same

comparative control schemes, namely WKC and WID

showed in Figure 7, were employed to make a compari-

son with the EP control scheme proposed. The walking

process is shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 12 The artificial soft terrain constructed of EPE plates
and plywood plates.

During walking, the soft terrain was easily com-

pressed with obvious deformation, as shown in Figure

14. Compared with the rigid terrain walking, the defor-

mations of the terrain and the robot itself will together

lead to a more unstable motion if no compensation is

employed into the control system. This bad situation

can be seen through the attitude changes of the robot,

as shown in Figure 15.

It can be seen from Figure 15 that compared with

the rigid flat terrain walking experiment, the robot’s

pitch and roll angles fluctuate even more sever during

walking with WKC. During some periods of walking,

the pitch and roll angles move out of the stable range.

This phenomenon matches the guess that the deforma-

tions of the terrain and the robot itself will seriously in-

fluence the walking stability. As a comparison with the

walking performance of WKC, the robot achieved more

stable walking performances under WID and WEP sys-

tems. The fluctuations of the robot’s pitch and roll an-

gles reduced significantly. The max absolute tracking

error of the pitch angle was reduced from 1.83 degrees

(WKC) to 0.75 degree (WID), and 0.65 degree (WEP),

respectively. The standard deviation of the pitch angle

was reduced from 0.79 degree (WKC) to 0.32 degree

(WID), and 0.15 degree (WEP), respectively. The max

absolute tracking error of the roll angle was reduced

from 2.21 degrees (WKC) to 1.24 degrees (WID), and

1.19 degrees (WEP), respectively. The standard devi-

ation of the roll angle was reduced from 0.86 degree

(WKC) to 0.36 degree (WID), and 0.22 degree (WEP),

respectively. The pitch and roll angles were controlled

within the stable range during the motion processes of

WID and WEP.
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Fig. 13 The snapshots of walking on the artificial soft terrain surfaces.

Fig. 14 The deformation of the artificial soft terrain.
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Fig. 15 The robot’s body attitude comparisons as a result
of the artificial soft terrain walking experiment: (a) the body
pitch angle comparison and (b) the body roll angle compari-
son.

Similar to the rigid flat terrain walking experimen-

t, Figure 16 shows the vertical foot force comparisons

of WKC, WID, and WEP during the same five stance

phases as an instance to explain the roll angle improve-

ment. It can be seen from Figure 16(a) that compared

with the rigid flat terrain walking, the foot forces of

the support legs fluctuated more sever during walking

on the uneven artificial soft terrain with WKC system.

The foot force balance was significantly broken. This

is why big roll angle fluctuation can be seen in Figure

15(b). When WKC was replaced by WID and WEP, ob-

vious improvements of the vertical foot force relation-

ship can be seen from Figure 16(b) and Figure 16(c).

Although compared with the rigid flat terrain walking,

Fz1 + Fz3 ≈ Fz5 cannot be ideally ensured under both

WID and WEP systems due to the deformation and

uneven characteristic of the artificial soft terrain, the

fluctuations of the vertical foot forces were significantly

reduced. Compared with WKC, the deviations between

Fz1 + Fz3 and Fz5 were obviously reduced when WID

and WEP were employed. Therefore, the motion per-

formances were improved.

It can be seen from the experiment results shown in

Figure 15 and Figure 16 that compared with WID, the

walking performance of WEP is improved, even though

the improvement is not very big. But in the EP con-

trol scheme proposed, no nonlinear inverse dynamics

model was employed. As discussed in the introduction

part, the inverse dynamics modeling process is usual-

ly quite complex. Besides, compared with the complex

QP solver commonly employed by the traditional in-

verse dynamics controllers, the computation process of

the foot forces ensuring system force equilibrium in the

EP control scheme proposed is quite simple. The whole

control scheme is totally linear. Therefore, achieveing

the same stable control performance, the EP control

scheme proposed is more simple to be employed.
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Fig. 16 The vertical foot force comparisons: (a) the vertical
foot force comparison of WKC, (b) the vertical foot force
comparison of WID, and (c) the vertical foot force comparison
of WEP.

4.3 The natural field walking experiment

From the theoretical analysis and the experiment re-

sult analyses above, the advantages of the EP control

scheme in walking posture regulation and simple com-

putation have been demonstrated. To finally test the

applicability of the EP control scheme in ensuring sta-

ble motion of the robot in a real natural environment, a

natural field walking experiment was carried out. In this

experiment, only the EP control scheme was employed.

The natural field is shown in Figure 17. The natural

field is constructed with several randomly placed holes

dug on an irregular slope topography. The soil of the

field is soft and can lead to obvious foot sinkages of the

robot during walking. The depth of the holes is 200 mm.

Due to the depth of the holes, to ensure a safe walk-

ing process, a simple contact detection was employed.

A rest time period of 3 seconds is set between each tri-

angle step. During the rest time, the robot will main-

tain steady with six legs supporting the body. Due to

the function of the EP control scheme, the desired foot

forces of the legs will be computed. If one swing leg steps

into the hole at the leg status switching time, the de-

sired foot force won’t be reached. Then under the func-

tion of the impedance model in the EP control scheme,

a deeper step will be taken until the desired foot force

is reached. During the reaching time, the other legs will

keep their positions unchanged. Once the desired foot

force is reached, the robot will take the next triangle

step to move forward. The walking parameters during

this experiment are shown in Table 6.

Fig. 17 The real field test irregularities with random holes.

Table 6 Walking parameters.

Parameter Quantity Value

Sx Step length 340 mm
T Cycle time 10 s
λ Duty factor 0.5
h Step height 150 mm

It is well to be noticed that in this experiment, the

slope angle of the field is natural and uneven. During

walking, the body of the robot was always parallel to

the slope. So the desired pitch angle in this experiment

was as same as the slope angle. The slope angle was

obtained using a macro terrain recognition method in

the authors’ previous work [46]. The walking process of

the robot is shown in Figure 18.

As shown in Figure 18, the body of the robot is

leaning during the walking process because of the time-

varying slope angle. The actual pitch and roll angles

of the robot during the natural field walking is shown

in Figure 19. The range between the black double dot-

dash lines is the stable motion range. It can be seen

that during the walking process, the pitch and roll an-
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Fig. 18 The snapshots of the natural field walking process.
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Fig. 19 The robot’s body attitude changes as a result of the
natural field walking experiment: (a) the body pitch angle
change and (b) the body roll angle change.

gles are almost within the stable motion ranges. The

pitch angle can almost track the desired value, name-

ly, the slope angle detected. The max absolute tracking

errors of the pitch and roll angles are 1.57 degrees and

1.95 degrees, respectively. The tracking errors beyond

the stable motion range are caused by the sudden foot

slippage due to the unstable landing angle of the foot

in the hole, and the foot sinkage due to the soft soil in

the hole. The foot landing angle of the robot employed

in this article cannot be controlled because the ankle

joint is a passive joint. Furthermore, in a real natural

environment, the detailed terrain roughness informa-

tion is hard to be obtained unless specific sensors are

equipped on the robot. Excluding the uncontrolled fac-

tors, the robot can achieve a stable motion under the

function of the EP control scheme proposed.

Figure 20 shows the vertical foot positions of leg 1,

leg 3 and leg 5 with respect to the robot body coordi-

nate C. During one stance phase of this experiment, leg

1, leg 3 and leg 5 supported the robot body at the same

time and drove the robot to move forward. Because of

the EP control scheme proposed, the vertical foot posi-

tions of the three legs are not the same and keep chang-

ing during the walking process. Obvious foot trajectory

modifications, namely the EP trajectory modifications

can be seen in Figure 20. The EP trajectory modifica-

tions enable the robot to adapt to the terrain changes,

and therefore the walking stability can be ensured.
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Fig. 20 The vertical foot positions of leg 1, leg 3 and leg 5
with respect to the robot body coordinate C.

Figure 21 shows the vertical foot force comparison

of Fz5 and Fz1 +Fz3 during three stance phases. It can

be seen that due to the uneven terrain conditions, Fz1+

Fz3 ≈ Fz5 is hard to be totally ensured. The deviation

between Fz1 + Fz3 and Fz5 leads to the fluctuation of

the body’s roll angle. But the foot force deviation is
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acceptable because the roll angle is almost controlled

within the stable range.
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Fig. 21 The vertical foot force comparison of WEP.

5 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, the importance of the motion stability

and the control problems of a large-size hexapod robot

have been demonstrated. The main theoretical contri-

bution of this paper is the proposal of a simple con-

trol scheme inspired by the biological EPH. The control

scheme is mainly based on an EP trajectory modifica-

tion method which is designed to achieve the system

equilibrium of the robot, and deformation counterac-

tion. In this control scheme, no complex dynamics com-

putation is employed. A compliant-leg model which is

similar to the muscle-spring model in the EPH has been

used and based on this abstracted model, the deforma-

tions which will influence the walking stability of the

large-size hexapod robot have been significantly consid-

ered. Different experiments based on the real large-size

hexapod robot have been carried out. The effectiveness

of the control scheme in ensuring the walking stability

of the robot has been verified through the analyses of

the experiment results.

Different from the existing inverse dynamics con-

trollers developed for commonly seen small-size robots,

the EP control scheme proposed in this paper shows

two significant improvements. The first one is defor-

mation counteraction which is of crucial importance in

ensuring the body altitude of the large-size hexapod

robot. It can be inferred that with the increase in the

mass and payload of a large-size hexapod robot, the ad-

vantage of deformation counteraction will become more

significant. Furthermore, the deformation counteraction

characteristic may allow the robot designers to use low-

cost materials to build their robots with larger mechan-

ical errors. The second improvement is the simplicity of

the control scheme. The control scheme is totally linear

without any nonlinear computations. Regardless of the

kinematics differences, the control scheme can be easi-

ly employed by other robot designers. Due to the good

versatility, more applications of the control scheme on

other hexapod robots can be expected.

The EP trajectory modification method proposed in

this paper is more like a feed-forward control method.

Although the posture fluctuations of the large-size hexa-

pod robot can be reduced to ensure stable locomotion,

complete posture tracking can not be realized only us-

ing this method. Therefore, to further improve the pos-

ture tracking ability, and environment adaptability of

the large-size hexapod robot, more trajectory modifi-

cation methods based on the feedback informations of

the sensors will be introduced into the control scheme

in the future. Besides, more natural terrain moving ex-

periments will be carried out in the future.
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Appendix A

To calibrate the stiffness coefficient of the robot leg,

namely Kiz in equation (2), a simple method was used.

First, we initialized the robot posture with six legs

supporting the robot body on a rigid flat terrain, and

set a desired body altitude d. Then we employed a

plumb line with one end fixed on the robot body, and

the other end perpendicular to the ground. By mea-

suring the length of the plumb line, we obtained the

actual body altitude d′ under the gravity of the robot.

At last, we measured the vertical foot force CFiz
′ of leg i

by reading the feedback data from the 3D contact-force

sensor equipped. Based on CFiz
′ and the body altitude

deviation d−d′, Kiz was obtained, as shown in equation

(24). The schematic diagram of the calibration process

is shown in Figure 22.

Kiz =
CFiz

′

d− d′
(24)
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Fig. 22 The schematic diagram of the calibration process.

Appendix B

In the authors’ previous work [46], the macro terrain

can be nearly abstracted as a support plane which is

constructed with all the support feet. The general e-

quation of this plane can be expressed in equation (25),

which has the same form as the equation (1) in refer-

ence [46].

Ax+By +Dz + 1 = 0 (25)

The coefficients of equation (25), namely A, B, and

D can be computed using the least square method, as

shown in equation (26).

A

B

D

 =

a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

−1 −∑CPix
′

−
∑

CPiy
′

−
∑

CPiz
∗

 (26)

with

a11 =
∑

CPix
′2

a22 =
∑

CPiy
′2

a33 =
∑

CPiz
∗2

a12 = a21 =
∑

CPix
′ · CPiy

′

a13 = a31 =
∑

CPix
′ · CPiz

∗

a23 = a32 =
∑

CPiy
′ · CPiz

∗

CPiz
∗ = CPiz

′ + CFiz
′/Kiz

(27)

where CPix
′, CPiy

′, and CPiz
′ represent the computation-

based foot positions of the support leg i along the x,

y and z directions in the robot body coordinate C, re-

spectively. CPiz
∗ represents the actual foot position of

the support leg i along the z direction in the robot body

coordinate C. CFiz
′ represents the actual vertical foot

force of the support leg i achieved from the feedback

data of the 3D contact force sensor. Kiz represents the

vertical stiffness coefficient of the support leg i.

It is well to be noticed that during the computation

of equation (26), the three foot positions along different

directions are not obtained through the same way. Just

as discussed in Section 2.2, the tangential deformation

of the support leg i is too small and can be neglected.

Therefore, CPix
′ and CPiy

′ which are obtained through

the forward kinematics computation can be used pre-

cisely to represent the actual foot positions (the kine-

matics modeling process of the large-size hexapod robot

employed in this paper can be found in the authors’

previous work [44]). But for the vertical foot position,

because of the obvious vertical deformation of leg i, the

forward kinematics computation along the z direction

is not accurate enough. In other words, CPiz
′ obtained

directly through the forward kinematics computation

cannot be used directly to represent the actual foot po-

sition. Therefore, CPiz
∗ with the vertical deformation

considered is used to represent the actual vertical foot

position.

Based on the A, B, and D computed from equation

(26), the perpendicular distance from the origin of the

body coordinate C to the support plane, namely the

actual body height d′ during hexapod locomotion, can

be obtained through the computation of equation (28).

d′ =
1√

A2 +B2 +D2
(28)
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